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Book Work (Page No-72,73,74)

1. Fill in the blanks:

a) The term used to remove an error is known debugging.

b) .bas is the extension of a filename in BASIC.

c) Shift + F5   the key is used to execute the program in BASIC.

d) MOD Operator divides two numbers and returns the remainder.

2. Match the following:

a) ^                                       (b)  Remainder

b) MOD                                  (a)  Exponent

c) *                                       (d)  Division

d) /                                       (c)  Multiplication

3. What is the output of the following mathematical expression .Assume
X = 3, Y = 4, Z=5 and W = 2.

a) X + Y+ Z          12                                b) Y / W            2

c) X*Y*Z             60                                d) Z-X-W          0

7. Write a program for the following: (Write in the classwork copy)

a) To display the marks of four subject and find the total marks.

 Ans:



8. Complete the following with the help of given hints to print sum of two
numbers. (Book work)

HINT : PRINT             LET              REM             B            A

 REM SUM OF TWO NUMBERS.

 CLS

 LET     A=10

 LET B    =20

 LET    C =   A   + B

 PRINT    C

 END

b) To convert hours into minutes. [1 Hour =60 Minutes] 

(Write in the classwork copy)

ANS:



9. What will be the output of the following program?
(book work)

 
a)

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

OUTPUT:



b) 

OUTPUT: 



C) 

OUTPUT: 



10. Sonam is supposed to write a program in QBASIC .When she opened the
QBASIC screen, she found a split screen .She is confused about where to write
the program code .Can you guide her? (book work)

Ans : View Window

Copy Work

1. Write Short Notes on:

a) Computer Language: A computer language has its own code,

keywords and syntax which are written as statements or commands

that accordingly perform actions inside the computer.

 b) Keywords: Keywords are the special words which have specific
meaning in program.

2. Explain the Remark statement.

Ans: The Remark statement is used to give some remarks or comments

in a program .It provides information to the readers of the program.

The short form of REMARK is REM.

e.g. – REM <Desired comments>


